Nonlinear relationships between visceral fat area and percent regional fat mass in the trunk and the lower limbs in Japanese adults.
The present study aimed to examine the relationship between visceral fat area (VFA) and regional fat mass (RFM) or its distribution characteristics and to compare these characteristics between normal and visceral obesity Japanese adults. Nonobese and nonvisceral obese Japanese adults (control group (CG): 44 men and 47 women), obese but nonvisceral obese (obesity group (OG): 15 men and 21 women) and visceral obese group (VOG, 80 men and 17 women). Obesity and visceral obesity were defined as body mass index > or = 25 kg m(-2) and VFA > or = 100 cm(2), respectively, based on the criteria of the examination committee of criteria for obesity disease in Japan. RFM of the both arms, trunk and both legs were measured by DEXA, and we calculated the percent RFM (%RFM). The VFA and subcutaneous fat area were measured at the umbilicus level using CT scans. We examined the relationship between VFA and RFM or %RFM in the Japanese adult population. Although linear relationships were found between VFA and each RFM, nonlinear relationships were found between VFA and each %RFM. In CG, %RFM of the trunk increases and %RFM of the leg decreases with accumulating VFA, but these relationships declined in VOG. These results may suggest that the relationship between %RFM and VFA changes between different visceral obese levels, and for Japanese adults this is found at reaching a 100 cm(2) VFA, which corresponds to the criteria for visceral obesity.